
Does the project 
need to be 

opened to traffic 
with a paved 

surface during 
the winter?

Proceed with paving

Delay paving until 
spring

Option A

Option C

Option D

Yes

No

Density Requirements

Pave base and 
wearing course 

Opton B

Staged Construction: 
Pave base course and 
pavie wearing course 

the following year

Allow traffic on aggregate 
base during winter. Pave the 
base and wear in the spring

Close road over winter. 
Finish paving in the spring.

Proceed with paving per 
contract requirements

MAPA Late Season Paving Late Season Paving Decision Tree

Remove contract warrenty 
requirements

This is a good option to 
reduce risk of low density in 
the surface wearing course

This option is required if the 
project needs to be completed 
during the current year

Contractor at fault: 
project delays with 

schedule

What is the 
reason for late 

season paving?

Contractor not at fault: 
Weather, project 

change orders, ect.

This option reduces to risk of 
low density in asphalt layers. 
Some base corrections may 
need to be done in the 
spring

This option reduces to risk of 
low density in asphalt layers. 
Some base corrections may 
need to be done in the 
spring

Direct contractor to proceed with paving at the 
discression of the project engineer. 

Additional risks are associated with paving past 
November 1st south of an east-west line 

between Brown Valley and Holyoke or weather 
less than 32 F.

Remove disensentives 
(density, Paver-mounted 
thermal profile, ect)

Negotiate additional costs that 
may occur (decreased 
production, labor, plant 
startup/shutdown, ect)

Establish rolling patern requirements 
with constracor. The use of density 
gauge is recommended to achive 
highest density possible. Contact 

MnDOT Materials office for 
assistance. 

This flow chart is intedend to be used to assist project engineers 
with the decision making process when paving is anticipated to 
occur after November 1st or weather less than 32 F.

For specific guidance with your project contact MAPA 
(info@mnapa.org) or the MnDOT Bituminous Office for 
assistance. 
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